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process of their interpretation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For a long period of development of computer systems
(c.s.), hardware restrictions on solving various problems
have been practically removed. The remaining restrictions
are assigned to the share of the software. First of all, these
limitations are related to the current problems of software
development:

• hardware complexity outstrips mankind’s ability to
build software c.s. using the potential capabilities of
hardware;

• skills and technologies of software development
lag behind the requirements for developing pro-
grams of next-generation software development;

• the ability to use existing programs is threatened by
the poor quality of their development.

The key to solving these problems is a deep under-
standing and competent usage of existing programming
languages as the main tool for the mass creation of next-
generation software c.s.

This article focuses on achieving the following results:
• (1) set out the classical foundations, reflecting

the accumulated world experience in the field of
programming languages;

• (2) systematize the main results in this area and
represent them in the form of a unified semantic
theory of programs.

In this article, the problems of the current state in the
field of programs and programming languages that can

and should be used to develop next-generation intelligent
c.s. are described in detail. It is dedicated to the basic
concepts of the theory of programming languages, gives
an overview of the areas for applying programming
languages that are quite in demand by modern human
society, describes in detail the forms and contents of
criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of languages,
considers ways of representing and interpreting programs
of various programming languages.

II. CURRENT STATE ISSUES

In the modern era of information technologies develop-
ment, there are a huge number of programming languages,
each of which has its own important purpose in the field
of software system design. Each language demonstrates
not only its specifics but also has its own advantages and
disadvantages. The variety of programming languages [1],
[2] and solutions created on them is so great that it is very
easy to get lost in a sea of information about all aspects of
the application and design of programming languages. In
addition, the main problem is not the number of existing
solutions in the field of programming languages but the
number of forms (!) in which specific programming
languages are represented. So, declarative knowledge, i.e.
knowledge that is, for example, a specification of some
program, and procedural knowledge, i.e. knowledge that
is programs belonging to some programming language,
are represented in completely different ways, methods,
and means.

In connection with the above, the following key
problems in the field of programming languages can
be distinguished:

1) Since the number of programming languages grows
with the increase in the need for them [3], the
need for describing these programming languages
for further usage and design of applied systems
also grows. This, in turn, requires a high level of
quality in the specification of a particular language:
both a description of the syntax and semantics of
the constructions of this language, as well as a
description of the means and methods for renovating
tools that provide interpretation or translation of this
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language. That is, with an increase in the number
of programming languages, not only the variety of
forms of knowledge representation (programming
languages) grows but also the number of software
systems based on various forms of knowledge
representation [4].

2) A wide variety of forms of knowledge representation,
as mentioned above, provides a wide range of
possibilities for designing software c.s. on each
of them. It turns out that in order to integrate
several software systems implemented in different
programming languages, it is necessary to make sure
that the systems can communicate with each other in
each of the languages in which they are implemented
[5], [6]. Thus, the striving to use existing software
components is hampered by the implementation of
the components themselves [7], since in order to
combine these components it is necessary to change
their program code [8], [9]. The presence of a variety
of forms makes it difficult to implement compatible
interoperable c.s. [10].

3) As the complexity of the program code grows, the
number of humans able to understand its meaning
decreases. Modern developers create software c.s.
without taking into account its full life cycle [11].
Systems must be constantly updated and improved
with the development of the technologies on which
it is based [12]. This should be ensured by good
documentation of implementing the components of
these systems – this reduces not only the need to
raise new resources and personnel but also helps to
reduce the reengineering of software c.s. [13], [9].

4) Full automation of designing software c.s. is impos-
sible, since the modern languages in which they are
designed do not have the property of reflexivity –
systems cannot cognize and understand themselves
[14], [15], [16] and develop almost completely on
their own. Thus, the existing intelligent c.s. are
not intelligent as such, since they do not have the
properties they require [17].

5) The key to easy and deep mastering of a specific
language as the main professional tool of a pro-
grammer is understanding the general principles of
building and using programming languages [18],
[19], described by their general theory. Until today,
a general theory of programming languages still does
not exist, which makes it difficult to develop, verify,
and use new and existing programming languages.
Without a general theory of programming languages,
everyone can develop fundamentally general methods
and tools in the way they want but not the way is
required [10] - it is necessary to agree on terms
and concepts and multiply the results by creating
next-generation interoperable computer systems [20].

6) Achieving the maximum of services and means at

a minimum of costs is possible only through a
deep understanding of the principles of building
programming languages due to the simplicity of
means and methods of knowledge representation.
The complex should be reduced to the simple and
explained in simple terms, without creating an
additional illusion of importance [8], [12], [21].

All these problems are related and are problems of
the current state of development directions in the field of
Artificial intelligence [19], [22].

So, to solve these problems, it is necessary to create
comfortable conditions for the implementation of com-
puter systems that are semantically compatible and inter-
operable with each other. In the context of programming
languages, a general theory of designing programs for
next-generation intelligent c.s. is required, which:

1) allows integrating existing solutions in the field of
designing programs for computer systems without
much effort and costs [23];

2) will combine knowledge representation forms of
declarative and procedural types;

3) will have a wide range of tools not only for describ-
ing the syntax and semantics of existing program-
ming languages but also for designing new ana-
logues;

4) will be understandable not only to human but also
to machine [4];

5) denotes the principles by which next-generation pro-
gramming languages should be designed.

The design of such general theories, strictly speaking,
must be approached with a high degree of importance.
Designed c.s. should always be able to use the properties
that they are drawn. In order for this theory to be used as
a certain system of knowledge about how to design and
use programming languages and programs in software
c.s. and how to interpret their programs, it is necessary
for this theory to be described by means and methods by
which these software c.s. are designed. We are talking
about the fact that the ontological approach [24], [4], [23],
[25], [26] is a fundamentally important approach to the
design of a general theory of programs.

To implement these ideas, it is necessary to study
and integrate the experience gained in the field of
programming languages. Therefore, the results of other
researches in the field of designing the general theory of
programming languages and programs will be considered
below.

III. EXISTING ONTOLOGIES OF PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGES

For the most part, the ideas proposed in scientific
papers on the study of programming languages are
certainly in demand and useful for designing software
c.s. Thus, the idea that programming languages and
programs implemented on them should be organized into
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a common taxonomy of concepts is fundamental, since it
provides the highest quality environment for the design
and implementation of c.s. The general theory of programs
is needed not only to describe terms and concepts as some
kind of specification used to design software c.s. (that
is also important) but also in order to determine the
quality of programming languages and programs on such
issues as: "Is this language a programming language",
"Is this knowledge a program", "How efficient is this
program", "What is the degree of intelligence of this
software system", etc. These ideas are proposed and
discussed in the works of Raymond Turner [18], [27].

Until today, there are a large number of analogues
for ontologies of programming languages and programs.
The examples can be found in [28], [29]. It is also
worth noting the developed ontologies of programs
[14], [18], [30], [31], [32], [33], in which, strictly and
unambiguously, the system of concepts is defined in
formal languages – languages of logic and languages for
describing the grammars of formal languages. However,
none of them is such a result that could be used in the
design of software c.s. without significant problems. The
developed ontologies concentrate only a brief description
of interconnected concepts, but the general picture of
how these ontologies can be used in specific problems is
almost unseen.

Today, there are completely opposite judgments about
the purpose of programs and programming languages
[34], which contradict the formal foundations of Artificial
Intelligence [35]. There are more and more works related
to the rethinking of information processing [36]. Software
c.s. should not only be understandable to a human but
should understand themselves, their capabilities, inten-
tions, actions, and purposes, and understand cybernetic
systems that are similar to them. Only in this way
humanity and the results of its activities in the form
of some specific systems will be able to work together,
complementing each other and multiplying their results
[10].

Based on the represented works, it can be concluded
that:

• the general theory of programs and programming
languages, which could be involved in solving
any applied problem, as well as representing and
implementing computer system design tools, has not
been developed yet;

• unification of the representation of the means for
description and implementation according to these
descriptions as the main argument for operating the
semantic knowledge representation, for complete
mutual understanding between computer systems is
not considered at all;

• programs and combinations of these programs in
the form of program c.s. are implemented in most
cases on an individual basis and are poorly docu-

mented, which complicates their usage, integration
with other programs and software c.s., testing, and
improvement.

The key to solving all these problems is the general
technology for designing next-generation computer sys-
tems, on the basis of which it is possible to build a general
theory of programs (programming discipline) [37], which
will be considered further.

IV. SUGGESTED SOLUTION

Despite the vast variety of classical technologies used
by mankind, there is no general solution that allows
solving the problem in a complex. Therefore, at the
moment, the described problems can be solved only
with the help of a general and universal solution – the
OSTIS Technology. The OSTIS Technology is based
on a unified version of information encoding based on
semantic networks with a basic set-theoretic interpretation,
called an SC-code. The language of semantic knowledge
representation is based on two formalisms of discrete
mathematics: set theory – defines the semantics of the
language – and graph theory – defines the syntax of the
language [38], [39]. Any types and models of knowledge
can be described using the SC-code [40].

For the convenience of knowledge representation, there
are three external knowledge representation languages
based on the SC-code: SCg-code, with the help of which
knowledge is displayed in the form of graph structures
understandable to the average user, SCs-code, in which
knowledge is represented in the form of linear text, SCn-
code for displaying sc-constructions as hypertext. This
representation is close to natural, understandable to the
average user [40].

The OSTIS Technology is suitable for solving the listed
problem, since:

1) The Standard of the OSTIS Technology [40] already
implements the basic tools necessary for the design
and development of interoperable c.s., which are
based on the semantic knowledge representation.
This eliminates not only the need to create top-level
ontologies, which should be used in the general
theory of programs as the basis for describing the
concepts of this theory, but also helps to design
solutions consistent with other ontologies. As a result,
a common coherent world picture is formed, which
is (1) consistent, that is, agreed, (2) unambiguously
interpreted, (3) universal, and, (4) most importantly,
understandable to everyone.

2) The OSTIS Technology is designed by a single uni-
fied knowledge representation language called an SC-
code. The meaning of programs and programming
languages is understandable and unambiguous if and
only if this meaning is described in one common
language understandable to any cybernetic system.
The meaning lies not in the syntax of the signs, but
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in the configuration of the connections between them
(!) [40], [41], [42].

3) The SC-code is syntactically minimal. The minimum
number of signs is used to describe objects and
connections between them. At the same time, the
diversity of these connections is reduced to the
diversity of sign constructions. All this is provided
by representing information in the form of graph
structures [43], [44], [45].

4) The SC-code is not just convenient for describing and
designing some complex objects – it can be used to
design and implement any knowledge representation
languages, including programs, computer systems,
and, in general, the real world.

5) Ontological [46], [26] and component [47] ap-
proaches to the design of any complex objects
ensure the fulfillment of the main principles by
which modern systems should be designed. What
is implemented and can be used, must be reused
everywhere [48], [49].

Thus, the solution to all described problems is the
general theory of programs, interpreted as an ontology
of the general system, implemented through the OSTIS
Technology.

V. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF DESIGNED SUBJECT
DOMAINS AND ONTOLOGIES

The result of this work is a Subject domain and
ontology of methods (Subject domain and ontology of
programs), which can be used to set methods (programs),
their syntax, denotational and operational semantics. The
Subject domain and ontology of methods is a private
subject domain in relation to the Subject domain and
ontology of information constructions and languages. This
means that it inherits all the properties of the concepts
and relations studied in it.

Subject domain and ontology of information
constructions and languages
⇒ private subject domain*:

• Subject domain and ontology of
languages
⇒ private subject domain*:

• Subject domain and
ontology of natural
languages

• Subject domain and
ontology of formal
languages

Subject domain and ontology of formal languages
⇒ private subject domain*:

• Subject domain and ontology of
knowledge representation languages

⇒ private subject domain*:
• Subject domain and

ontology of methods

Subject domain and ontology of methods
⇒ private subject domain*:

• Subject domain and ontology of methods
of ostis-systems
⇒ private subject domain*:

• Subject domain and
ontology of procedural
methods of ostis-systems

∋ maximum studied object class ′:
• method

∋ non-maximum studied object class ′:
• method representation language
• method class
• meta-method
• process
• variable
• constant
• operator
• method quality

∋ explored relation ′:
• submethod*
• subprocess*
• method syntax*
• parameter’
• start operator’
• denotational semantics of the method*
• operational semantics of the method*
• method of the specified method

representation language*

VI. CONCEPT OF A METHOD (PROGRAM)

Each theory must be conceptually consistent. De-
spite the fact that there are different interpretations
for the concept of a programming language in the
literature, there should be a universal one. To do this,
instead of programming languages, we will further
talk about method representation languages and instead
of programs of these programming languages – about
methods as sign constructions of method representation
languages (m.r.l.). This decision is justified by the fact
that usually the language acts as a tool for some kind
of knowledge of a certain type, and the term of the
programming language is degenerate, since it is worth
talking not about languages in which something can be
programmed but about languages in which knowledge of a
certain type can be represented, in this case – knowledge
of a procedural kind. The terms of the programming
language and the program themselves will be considered
as non-basic identifiers for the concepts of the methods
and method representation language, respectively.
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Formally, a method is a specification for solving a
problem of some class [40], [50]. The specification of each
class of problems includes a description of the "binding"
of the method to the initial data of a particular problem
solved with the help of this method.

method
:= [program]
:= [description of how any or almost any action

belonging to the corresponding action class can
be performed]

:= [method for solving the corresponding class of
problems that provides a solution to any or most
problems of the specified class]

:= [generalized specification for solving problems of
the corresponding class]

:= [program for solving problems of the correspond-
ing class, which can be either procedural or
declarative (non-procedural)]

:= [knowledge of how to solve problems of the
corresponding class]

⊂ knowledge
∈ knowledge type
:= [way]
⊃ problem-solving model

VII. CONCEPT OF A METHOD CLASS. GENERAL
CLASSIFICATION OF METHODS

Sometimes, it may be appropriate to allocate a certain
subset of methods (for example, a set of methods with
which a certain problem is solved), then in this case for
these methods it is possible to describe the requirements
that they must fulfill. Such sets of methods are method
classes of some m.r.l., which are associated with a
particular problem-solving model. Methods can be either
procedural or non-procedural [18].

method class
⇐ family of subclasses*:

method
:= [set of methods for which the representation

(specification) of these methods can be unified]
:= [set of various problem-solving methods that

have a common language for representing these
methods]

:= [set of methods for which the representation
language of these methods is set]

∋ procedural problem-solving method
⊃ algorithmic problem-solving method

∋ non-procedural problem-solving method
⊃ logical problem-solving method
⊃ production problem-solving method
⊃ functional problem-solving method

⊃ artificial neural network

⊃ genetic “algorithm”
:= [set of methods, which is associated with a

particular problem-solving model]

Since each method corresponds to a generalized for-
mulation of the problems solved using this method, each
method class must correspond not only to a certain m.r.l.
belonging to the specified method class but also to a spe-
cific language for representing generalized formulations
of problems for different classes of problems, solved by
methods belonging to the specified method class.

For procedural and non-procedural methods, although
it is possible to set input and output parameters, the
general denotational semantics of their logical elements
cannot be set: for procedural methods, these are operators,
for non-procedural methods – mathematical objects of
the subject domain.

VIII. CONCEPT OF METHOD REPRESENTATION
LANGUAGE (PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE)

Each specific method class corresponds one-to-one
to the m.r.l. belonging to this (specified) method class.
Thus, the specification of each method class is reduced
to the specification of the corresponding m.r.l., that is,
to the description of its syntactic, denotational, and
operational semantics. Examples of m.r.l. are all pro-
gramming languages that basically belong to the subclass
of m.r.l., but now the need to create effective formal m.r.l.
for performing actions in the external environment of
cybernetic systems is becoming increasingly important.
Without this, complex automation [51], in particular, in
the industrial sector, is impossible.

By method representation language we mean a formal
language, (1) the sign constructions of which are the
corresponding methods for which there are general build-
ing rules and (2) general rules for correlating with those
entities and relations between them that are described by
these methods.

With the help of m.r.l., messages (methods) for the
computer are generated. These messages must be un-
derstandable (semantically correct and consistent) to the
computer [52].

method representation language
:= [programming language]
⊂ knowledge representation language

⊂ formal language
:= [computer language]
:= [formal language, (1) the symbolic constructions

of which are the corresponding methods for
which there are general building rules and (2)
general rules for correlating with those entities
and relations between them that are described by
these methods]

:=
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[mean of communication between a human (user)
and a computer (performer)]

:= [tool for producing software services]

A method belongs to a method representation language
if it is a syntactically correct, syntactically consistent,
semantically correct, and semantically consistent method
of the specified m.r.l. (!).

relation set in multiple method representation
languages^
:= [relation whose scope of definition includes many

different method representation languages]
∋ method of the specified method representation

language*
∋ syntactically correct method for the specified

method representation language*
:= [method that does not contain syntax errors

for the specified method representation
language*]

⊂ syntactically correct sign construction for
the specified language*

∋ syntactically consistent method for the specified
method representation language*
⊂ syntactically consistent sign construction

for the specified language*
∋ semantically correct method for the specified

method representation language*
:= [method that does not contain semantic

errors for the specified method represen-
tation language*]

⊂ semantically correct sign construction for
the specified language*

∋ semantically consistent method for the specified
method representation language*
⊂ semantically consistent sign construction

for the specified language*
:= [method of the specified method represen-

tation language that contains sufficient
information to determine its truth*]

method of the specified method representation
language*
:= [method belonging to the specified programming

language*]
⊂ text of the specified language*
⇒ second domain*:

method
⇐ combination*:

{{{• {{{}}}
⇐ combination*:

{{{• syntactically correct
method for the specified
method representation
language*

• syntactically consistent
method for the specified
method representation
language*

}}}
• {{{}}}

⇐ combination*:
{{{• semantically correct

method for the specified
method representation
language*

• syntactically consistent
method for the specified
method representation
language*

}}}
}}}

IX. GENERAL CLASSIFICATION OF METHOD
REPRESENTATION LANGUAGES

In the modern information society, method repre-
sentation languages (m.r.l.) are distinguished by their
paradigms: procedural, functional, logical, object-oriented
m.r.l., etc. The solution of the problem by the computer
is made in the form of a sequence of operators: in the
methods of functional m.r.l. – indication of other methods;
in logical m.r.l., operators are used; and in object-oriented
ones – objects.

method representation language
⊃ general-purpose method representation language

:= [general-purpose programming language]
⊃ subject-oriented method representation language

:= [subject-oriented programming language]
⇒ subdividing*:

method representation language paradigm^
= {{{• procedural method representation

language
• non-procedural method

representation language
}}}

Procedural method representation languages set com-
putations as a sequence of operators (commands). They
are focused on computers with von Neumann architecture.
Basic concepts of procedural m.r.l. closely related to
computer components:

• variables of various types that model computer
memory cells;

• assignment operators that model data transfers be-
tween memory areas;

• repetitions of actions in the form of iteration, which
simulate the storage of information in adjacent
memory cells;

• and more.
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procedural method representation language
:= [imperative method representation language]
⊃ structural method representation language

∋ example ′:
• Fortran
• C
• Pascal

⊃ object-oriented method representation language
∋ example ′:

• Smalltalk
• Java
• HTML

⊃ aspect-oriented method representation
language

⊃ script method representation language
:= [patch method representation language]

Non-procedural method representation languages, in
contrast to procedural languages, set computations as a
sequence of interconnected objects. Basic concepts of
non-procedural m.r.l. usually are not related to computer
components.

non-procedural method representation language
:= [declarative method representation language]
⊃ logical method representation language

∋ example ′:
• Prolog

⊃ production method representation language
⊃ functional method representation language

:= [applicative method representation lan-
guage]

∋ example ′:
• LISP

X. REPRESENTATION OF THE SYNTAX AND
SEMANTICS OF VARIOUS METHODS

The syntax and semantics of a method represent its
specification. The semantics of a method can be viewed
from two perspectives: as a set of interrelated knowledge,
which is determined by the denotational semantics of
this method, and as knowledge that can be interpreted by
another method, which is determined by the operational
semantics of this method.

method specification*
⇒ subdividing*:

{{{• method syntax*
• denotational semantics of the method*

:= [generalized formulation of the
class of problems solved using this
method*]

⇔ semantically close sign*:

generalized formulation of the
problems of the corresponding
method class*

• operational semantics of the method*
:= [list of generalized agents provid-

ing method interpretation*]
:= [family of methods for interpreting

this method*]
:= [formal description of the specified

method interpreter*]
}}}

A. Representing the syntax of the problem-solving method

Any method consists of atomic information construc-
tions that set the order of actions in the knowledge
base, with the help of which it is required to move
from the initial state to the target one, thus solving
some specific problem. So, for example, in a procedural
method, any such operator represents some mathematical
function. Expressions and operators are used to compose
these functions into larger fragments. In turn, linear
sequences of operators and conditional branches can
also be represented by functions composed of functions
inherent in particular components of these constructions.
A cycle is easily described by a recursive function
composed of the components included in its body.

The method syntax* defines the set of its allowed
constructions. The appearance of method elements is
specified using a certain syntax. It describes such lexical
details as the location of keywords and punctuation marks.
Grammars are used to specify a particular syntax.

The syntax of m.r.l. in ostis-systems can be formally
described in various ways. So, for example, it is possible
to use the Backus-Naur meta-language to describe the
syntax of some methods of a particular m.r.l. Other equally
well-known forms of method representation are context-
free grammars, extended Backus-Naur form, syntactic
graphs [1], [53], [54].

However, it is much more logical and advisable to
describe the syntax of other languages in the universal
knowledge representation language – the SC-code. This
approach will allow ostis-systems to independently under-
stand, analyze, and generate texts of these languages on
the basis of principles common to any form of external
information representation, including non-linear ones [45].
Thus, languages written in the SC-code have the same
syntax as the SC-code.

B. Representing the denotational semantics of the method

The semantics of a method explains the meaning of the
syntactic constructions of a method. The most common
methods for describing the semantics of programming
languages are: denotational, operational, axiomatic, al-
gebraic ones [55], [56]. Based on the principles of the
OSTIS Technology, by the semantics of a method we
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mean the combination of the denotational and operational
semantics of the method.

The description of how to "bind" a method to some
class of problems includes:

• a set of variables that are included both in the method
and in the generalized formulation of the problems
of the corresponding class and whose values are the
corresponding elements of the initial data of each
specific problem being solved;

• part of the generalized formulation of problems of
the class to which the method under consideration
corresponds, which are a description of the condi-
tions for applying this method;

• a description of the method initiation condition and
its result;

• a description of initial and target situations in sc-
memory.

"Binding" a method to a specific problem solved with
the help of this method is carried out by searching for
such a fragment in the knowledge base, that satisfies
the conditions for applying the specified method. One
of the results of such a search is the setting of a
correspondence between the above variables of the method
used and the values of these variables within a specific
problem being solved. Another option for setting the
correspondence under consideration is an explicit call
of the corresponding method (program) with an explicit
transfer of the corresponding parameters. However, this
is not always possible, since when executing the process
of solving a specific problem based on the declarative
specification for performing this action, it is not possible
to identify:

• when it is necessary to initiate a call (usage) of the
required method;

• which specific method to use;
• which parameters, corresponding to the particular

problem being initiated, must be passed in order to
“bind” the method used to this problem.

A process is understood as some action in sc-memory
that unambiguously describes a specific act of executing
a certain method for given initial data [37]. If a method
describes an algorithm for solving a problem in general
terms, then a process denotes a specific action that
implements this algorithm for given input parameters.
In fact, the process is a unique copy created on the basis
of a method in which each sc-variable corresponds to a
generated sc-constant.

relation defined on a set (process)^
:= [relation whose scope of definition includes many

possible processes]
∋ parameter’
⇒ subdividing*:

{{{• in-parameter’

• out-parameter’
}}}

∋ in-parameter’
∋ out-parameter’
∋ initial information construction’
∋ subprocess*

The process of “binding” a problem-solving method
to a specific problem solved using this method can also
be represented as a process consisting of the following
phases:

• building a copy of the used method;
• pasting the main (key) variables of the method used

together with the main parameters of a specific
problem being solved.

As a result, on the basis of the considered method used
as a sample (template), a specification of the process for
solving a specific problem is built. The description of the
process of “binding” the solution method to a specific
problem, as well as the description of the elements of
the method, is the denotational semantics of this method.

denotational semantics of the method
∋ general formulation of the class of problems*

:= [text formulation of the set of problems
solved by this method]

⊂ explanation*
∋ primary initiation condition*
∋ initiation condition and result*

⇐ Cartesian product*:
⟨⟨⟨• method class
• implication*

⟩⟩⟩
∋ condition of initial and target situations*

⇐ Cartesian product*:
⟨⟨⟨• method class
• implication*

⟩⟩⟩

An example of the part of the specification that
describes the denotational semantics of the Method for
finding the double sum of two numbers is demonstrated
in Figure 1.

The general formulation of the class of problems*
relation is a class of sc-connectives between an sc-
connective, denoting a set of methods, and an ostis-system
file, which is an explanation of which classes of problems
can be solved using a given set of methods. In some rare
cases, the presence of such an sc-connective may not be
in the specification of a method, since there is no need
to specify which classes of problems can be solved using
this method.

The connectives of the primary initiation condition*
relation connect the sc-connective, denoting a set of
methods, and the binary oriented pair, describing the
primary condition for initiating a given method, i.e. such a
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Figure 1. The specification of a method for solving the problem of
calculating the double sum of two numbers

specification of the situation in sc-memory, the occurrence
of which prompts the meta-method-executor to transfer
the given set of methods into the active state and begin
checking for their full initiation condition.

The first component of this oriented pair is the sign
of some class of elementary events in sc-memory*, for
example, the event of adding an sc-arc going out of a
given sc-element*.

In the general case, the second component of this
oriented pair is a random sc-element, with which the
specified type of event in sc-memory is directly associated,
i.e., for example, the sc-element, from which the generated
or deleted sc-arc or file, the contents of which have been
changed, goes out, or in which this sc-arc or the file

come.
The connectives of the initiation condition and result*

relation link together the sc-connective, denoting the
set of methods, and a binary oriented pair, linking the
initiation condition for this set of methods and the results
of executing this set of methods in any particular system.
The specified oriented pair can be considered as a logical
implication connective, while the universality quantifier
is implicitly imposed on sc-variables present in both parts
of the connective and the existence quantifier is implicitly
imposed on sc-variables present either only in the premise
or only in the conclusion.

The first component of the specified oriented pair
is a logical formula that describes the condition for
initiating the described method, that is, the construction,
the presence of which in sc-memory calls a lot of methods
to start working on changing the state in sc-memory. This
logical formula can be both atomic and non-atomic, which
allows using any connectives of the logical language.

The second component of the specified oriented pair
is a logical formula that describes the possible results
of performing the described set of methods, that is, a
description of the changes in the state of sc-memory
made by it. This logical formula can be both atomic and
non-atomic, which allows using any connectives of the
logical language.

The connectives of the condition of initial and target
situation* relation connect an sc-connective, denoting a
set of methods, and a binary oriented pair, connecting
the initial and target situations in sc-memory, that is,
in short, the situation before applying the method and
the desired situation after applying the method. The
specified oriented pair can also be considered as a logical
implication connective, while on the sc-variables present
in both parts of the connective the universal quantifier
is implicitly imposed, and on the sc-variables present
either only in the premise or only in the conclusion the
existential quantifier is implicitly imposed. For the first
and second components of the specified oriented pair,
the same restrictions and properties are imposed as for
the components of the oriented pair, which is the second
component of the initiation condition and result* relation.

It should be noted that the connectives of the initiation
condition and result* relation and the condition of the
initial and target situation* relation can be represented
differently. Sometimes, it may not be necessary to create
and check the second condition of the method, which
checks for the presence of the initial situation in sc-
memory and checks for reaching the target situation in
sc-memory as a result of applying the method. If so, then
the condition of the initial and target situation* can be
specified in the logical formulas that are components in
the second component of the connective of the initiation
condition and result* relation.

Programs, depending on the way of their representation
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in languages, will differ. This can be verified by compar-
ing examples of procedural (Fig. 2) and logical (Fig. 3)
methods for solving the same problem.

Figure 2. An example of a procedural method for solving the problem
of calculating the double sum of two numbers

With the help of the SC-code, it is also possible to
represent those languages that are not written in it. The
problem will be in the fact that the form and meaning
of the language and its methods will be separated, that
is, they will be represented in different ways. In this
case, the SC-code is a powerful tool for integrating the
specifications of various languages of external knowledge
representation. However, it should be noted that there is
no need to represent different forms of methods belonging
to different method representation languages within the
OSTIS Technology. This is explained by the following

Figure 3. An example of a logical method for solving the problem of
calculating the double sum of two numbers

facts:
1) The SC-code is a fairly universal language for

representing any kind of knowledge. This means
that different forms of the algorithm for solving
the same problem can be minimized. In the SC-
code, the foundation is a formal theory, which
provides a universal representation of various types
of declarative and procedural knowledge. Thus,
logical methods can be represented as procedural
programs, in which as operands of operators not
only logical formulas and inference rules will serve
but also other methods that provide interpretation of
these logical formulas using inference rules. Thus,
the SC-code can be called not only a language of
unified knowledge representation but also a language
in which different classes of problems can be solved
in the same way.

2) Various types of knowledge in ostis-systems, de-
signed according to the principles of the OSTIS
Technology, are deeply integrated with each other.
This provides not only simplicity for creating these
systems based on existing languages that can be
described in the SC-code but also great opportunities
for creating basic programming languages for next-
generation computer systems, such as, for example,
the basic language for representing SCP procedural
methods, the basic language for representing pro-
duction methods, etc. Modern method representation
languages are created to simplify the description of
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some algorithm for fast and high-quality solution of
a certain class of problem [57]. In turn, the proposed
methods and models make it possible to design an
m.r.l. for next-generation computer systems with the
help of basic knowledge representation languages
in such a way that the very form of knowledge
representation does not change. Methods of different
m.r.l. must have one universal form of representation,
i.e. the same syntax, but may allow the denotational
and operational semantics of their methods to be
described and represented in different ways using
the same syntax.

3) Designing new m.r.l. should be reduced to their
full description in the minimum family of SC-code
languages: the SC-code itself, SCP, and SCL. We are
talking about designing a new method representation
language: it is enough to develop a (non-atomic)
meta-method in SCP and SCL languages, which
will interpret the methods of the languages being
designed and also describe the denotational seman-
tics of these methods. Meta-method for interpreting
m.r.l. methods can be called an interpreter of these
languages, that is, some abstract sc-machine on
which it is possible to execute methods of a certain
language for representing these methods.

C. Representing the operational semantics of the method

A complete method specification*, in addition to the
denotational semantics of this method*, must include
the operational semantics of this method*, that is, a
formal description of the interpreter of the given method.
Operational semantics of the m.r.l. describes the execution
of a method written in a given language by means of
a virtual computer. A virtual computer is defined as an
abstract automaton. The internal states of this automaton
model the states of the computational process when the
method is executed. The automaton translates the source
text of the method into a set of formally defined operations.
This set defines the transitions of the automaton from
the initial state to the sequence of intermediate states
by changing the values of the method variables. The
automaton completes its work by passing to some final
state. Thus, here we are talking about a fairly direct
abstraction of the possible usage of m.r.l. Operational
semantics describes the meaning of a method by executing
its operators on a simple automaton. The changes that
occur in the state of the machine, when a given operator
is executed, determine the meaning of that operator.

The operational semantics of a specific method is
reduced to the description of a meta-method that interprets
it, verifies, etc.

meta-method
⊂ method
:=

[method whose parameter values are other meth-
ods]

operational semantics of the method
∋ interpretation meta-method*

⇐ Cartesian product*:
⟨⟨⟨• method class
• method

⟩⟩⟩
∋ meta-method for verification and quality

assessment*
⇐ Cartesian product*:

⟨⟨⟨• method class
• method

⟩⟩⟩

The interpretation meta-method* relation is a class of
sc-connectives between an sc-connective, denoting a set
of methods, and an sc-node, denoting a method that is
capable of interpreting a given set of methods. The meta-
method of verification and quality assessment* is a class
of sc-connectives between an sc-connective, denoting a
set of methods, and an sc-node, denoting a method that
is capable of verifying and evaluating the quality of a
given set of methods.

Within the OSTIS Technology, there can be a wide
variety of such meta-methods. Each of them can consist of
many atomic and non-atomic submethods. These can be
both meta-methods that interpret the methods of certain
m.r.l. and meta-methods that verify and analyze the quality
of these methods. In addition, meta-methods can perform
operations on other meta-methods.

meta-method for methods interpreting base method
representation languages
⇒ inclusion*:

• meta-method for methods interpreting the
SCP procedural method representation
language

• meta-method for methods interpreting the
SCL logical method representation
language

• meta-method for methods interpreting the
production method representation
language

• meta-method for methods interpreting the
functional method representation
language

• meta-method for methods interpreting the
neural network representation language

• meta-method for methods interpreting the
representation language of genetic
algorithms
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meta-method for verifying and evaluating the quality
of methods in basic method representation languages
⇒ inclusion*:

• meta-method for verifying and evaluating
the quality of methods in the SCP
procedural methods representation
language

• meta-method for verifying and evaluating
the quality of methods in the
representation language of logical SCL
methods

• meta-method for verifying and evaluating
the quality of methods in the
representation language of production
methods

• meta-method for verifying and evaluating
the quality of methods in the
representation language of functional
methods

• meta-method for verifying and evaluating
the quality of neural network
representation language methods

• meta-method for verifying and evaluating
the quality of methods for the
representation language of genetic
algorithms

The concepts of syntax, denotational and operational
semantics of method representation languages are reduced
to the concepts of syntax, denotational and operational
semantics of any language in general.

XI. REPRESENTATION OF THE SYNTAX AND
SEMANTICS OF METHOD REPRESENTATION

LANGUAGES

It is clear that in order to use the m.r.l., each language
construction should be described separately, as well as
its usage in aggregate with other constructions. There
are many different constructions in a language, the exact
definition of which is necessary both for the programmer
using the language and for the developer of the compiler
for that language. This knowledge allows the programmer
to predict the calculations performed by the method
operators. The constructions descriptions are necessary
for the developer to create a correct implementation of
the compiler.

A description of a formal model of a method repre-
sentation language can be given by its specification. The
specification contains a description of the syntax and
semantics of the m.r.l.

method representation language specification*
⊃ relation posed on a set (method representation

language)*
⇒ subdividing*:

{{{• syntax of the method representation
language*
⊂ language syntax*
:= [be a theory of well-formed in-

formation constructions belonging
to a given method representation
language]

• denotational semantics of the method
representation language*
⊂ language denotational semantics*
:= [generalized formulation of the

classes of problems solved using
this method representation lan-
guage*]

• operational semantics of the method
representation language*
⊂ language operational semantics*
:= [list of generalized agents that pro-

vide interpretation of methods of
a given method representation lan-
guage*]

:= [family of methods for interpreting
texts in a given method represen-
tation language*]

:= [formal description of the inter-
preter of the specified method
representation language*]

}}}

The syntax of m.r.l.* is a binary oriented relation,
each pair of which associates a sign of some language
with a description of syntactically allocated classes from
fragments of constructions of a given m.r.l. with a
description of relations defined on these classes and
with conjunction of quantifier propositions, which are
the syntactic rules of the given language, that is, the rules
that all syntactically correct (well-built) constructions of
the specified m.r.l. must satisfy. In the general case, the
syntax of the m.r.l.* relation is no different from the
language syntax* relation, but still there is a refinement,
since m.r.l. are languages in general, and the syntax of the
m.r.l. inherits all syntax properties of any languages. The
syntax of the m.r.l* combines the syntaxes of all methods
belonging to a given method representation language.

Denotational semantics of m.r.l.* means a binary
oriented relation, each pair of which associates a sign of
some language with the sign of some ontology, which
can be used to describe the methods of this language,
and operational semantics of m.r.l* is a description of
the meta-method for interpreting the methods of this
language.

In the context of this work, specific types of denota-
tional and operational semantics will not be considered
further.
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XII. HELP-SYSTEM FOR DESIGN AND METHOD
DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT

The current state of the art in software design and
development suggests that developers are more eager to
automate the development of methods in specific method
representation languages than to provide training tools
for their design, including the design of new method
representation languages. This leads to the following
problems:

1) While the number of developers who understand the
code of a complex software system is decreasing,
the requirements for that system are growing faster
and faster. Often, developers of complex software
systems themselves are not able to explain the logic
of these systems. For this reason, it is necessary to
create tools that will automate the documentation of
software systems [52].

2) To train new developers in the skills of working
with software systems and their development, it is
necessary to attract the resources of development
experts who understand the principles of operation
of these software systems. The problem is solved by
developing a help system that will not only teach
the user how to design problem solving methods
and software systems based on these methods, but
also point out gaps in related disciplines necessary
to achieve high-quality results of all their activities.

3) In engineering, developers often design and develop
solutions that have already been created by other
specialists. Thus, functionally equivalent methods of
solving problems are obtained, and even software
systems that solve similar problems. The key to solv-
ing this problem is to design a semantically powerful
library of reusable problem solving methods.

Thus, the semantic theory of programs alone is not
enough. In addition to it, for a permanent and unhindered
design and development of methods of a different class,
it is necessary to develop:

1) an intelligent help system for supporting the design
and development of methods, mentioned in [58],
which will not only help the developer verify the
method being developed, but also suggest ways to
develop it;

2) a semantically powerful library of reusable com-
ponents [47] for quickly finding existing problem
solving methods and applying them to other more
complex problems [46].

The potential help system should be part of a common
development tool for next-generation intelligent computer
systems - ostis-platform [59] - and may consist of the
following components:

• the intelligent help-system on the semantic theory
of programs;

• the intelligent help system on the library of reusable
problem solving methods,

• the intelligent help-system for a set of tools for
designing methods for solving problems,

• the intelligent help-system on the methodology of
teaching the design of various methods for solving
problems.

Each component contains knowledge from the relevant
area of design and development theory of problem solving
methods. In accordance with open semantic technology,
each component must include:

• reference subsystem,
• subsystem for monitoring and analyzing the activities

of the developer of methods for solving problems,
• learning management subsystem.
Each of the subsystems interacts with other subsystems

and can also function autonomously.
The reference subsystem is an expert consultant in

the field of semantic program theory who can answer
any question from a novice or experienced user. Each
of these systems can become individual assistants in the
training of new specialists - a personal ostis-assistant. The
functions of the reference subsystem include:

• search for information at the request of the user,
including freely-designed ones;

• displaying the information found, taking into account
the user’s skill level;

• analysis of program texts and making suggestions
to improve their effectiveness;

• generation of program texts on request to the user;
• self-initiation in case of difficulties for the user or

the student.
Thus, the development of such components according

to the principles of the OSTIS Technology will confirm
the general semantic theory of programs.

XIII. QUALITY (EFFICIENCY) CRITERIA OF METHODS

The method representation language can be defined by a
set of indicators that characterize its individual properties.
The problem arises of introducing a measure to assess the
degree of suitability of the m.r.l. to the performance of the
functions assigned to it – method quality [6], [56], [60].
The quality criteria of methods are given on the basis of
particular indicators of the efficiency of these methods
(quality indicators). The method of connection between
particular indicators determines the type of efficiency
criterion.

method quality
⇒ prerequisite property*:

• ease of reading and understanding the
method

• ease of creating the method
• method cost
• total volume of problems solved using

this method class
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• variety of types of problems solved using
this method class

• method reliability

Ease of reading and understanding the method should
make it easy to highlight the basic concepts of each part
of the method without referring to its specification.

ease of reading and understanding the method
⇒ prerequisite property*:

• m.r.l. syntax simplicity
• orthogonality of m.r.l. information

structures
• structured flow of control in a method

The method representation language should provide a
simple set of informational constructions that can be used
as basic elements when creating methods. The syntax of
the language has a strong impact on simplicity: it must
transparently reflect semantics of constructions, exclude
ambiguity and non-uniqueness of interpretation.

Orthogonality means that any possible combination of
different information constructions will be meaningful,
with no unexpected behavior resulting from the interaction
of the constructions or context of usage.

The order of control transfers between method opera-
tors, i.e. the flow of control, should be human readable
and understandable.

Ease of creating the method reflects the convenience of
the language for representing that method in a particular
subject domain.

ease of creating the method
⇒ prerequisite property*:

• m.r.l. syntax simplicity
• m.r.l. natural syntax
• orthogonality of m.r.l. information

structures
• completeness and accuracy of m.r.l.

specification
• consistency and integrity of m.r.l.

specification

The syntax of the method should facilitate an easy
and transparent display of the algorithmic structures of
the subject domain in it. The syntax of m.r.l. should
be not only simple, but also natural, and support the
orthogonality of language informational constructions.

Ease of representation of a new method is ensured by
complete and precise, consistent and integral specification
of the appropriate language. That is, it is required to have
a sufficient number of information constructions in this
language in order to represent a particular method. At the
same time, the language specification must be consistent
and integral in order to represent consistent methods.

Cost of the m.r.l. method is made up of several
components.

method cost
⇒ prerequisite property*:

• cost of method applying
• cost of method interpretation
• cost of method creating, testing, and using
• cost of method maintenance

Cost of method applying largely depends on the
structure of the m.r.l. A language that requires numerous
syntactic type checks during method application will
prevent the program from running quickly.

Cost of method interpretation depends on the capabil-
ities of the interpretation meta-method used. The more
perfect the optimization methods are, the more expensive
will be the interpretation costs. The amount of the cost
of creating, testing, and using the method depends on the
used meta-method of verification and evaluation of the
quality of this method.

Numerous studies show that a significant part of the
cost of the method used is not the cost of its develop-
ment but the cost of its maintenance [11]. Associating
method maintenance with other method characteristics,
the dependence on readability, since maintenance usually
occurs by the next generation of developers, should first
of all be highlighted.

The total volume of problems and the variety of types
of problems solved with the help of this method class
are no less important characteristics, which show the
degree of universality of the corresponding m.r.l. The
more problems can be solved on m.r.l., the more universal
it is.

Reliability of m.r.l. methods should be ensured by a
minimum of errors during the operation of a particular
method.

All of these criteria can be applied to the method
representation languages themselves.

XIV. DIRECTIONS OF DEVELOPMENT

This article is the beginning of the semantic theory of
programs for next-generation c.s. The logical development
of this work will be:

• refinement and addition of concepts of the Subject
domain and ontology of methods to achieve the
completeness of the theory;

• description of private subject domains of the Subject
domain and ontology of methods for specific types of
methods, as well as clarification of the denotational
and operational semantics of the specification of
these methods;

• description of possible ways of implementing meta-
methods for interpreting methods of various m.r.l;

• implementation of tools to support the design and
development of various methods for solving the
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problem and the development of their respective
specifications;

• formalization of mathematical models for calculating
method efficiency estimates.

XV. CONCLUSION

The main conclusion of this work is that it is necessary
not to replenish knowledge about which programming
languages already exist and to reveal possible areas
of their application, but to develop fundamentally new
programming languages with which it was possible to
create next-generation intelligent computer systems with
high level of intelligence, semantic compatibility and
interoperability with similar computer systems, unification
of knowledge representation and processing, platform
independence from tools for their implementation, and
so on.

Such systems should be developed according to the
principles of the OSTIS Technology, and their main
development languages will be graph languages for
representing methods that are sublanguages in relation to
the basic procedural programming language SCP.

In this article, the problems of ensuring the design
of software systems are considered. A comparative
analysis of existing solutions in the field of unifying
the representation of programming languages has been
carried out. The work defines the solution of the problem
in the form of designing and developing a universal theory
of programming languages according to the principles
underlying the OSTIS Technology. This article is also a
specification of how software systems should be specified
and designed.
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Семантическая теория программ в
интеллектуальных компьютерных

системах нового поколения
Зотов Н.В.

Несмотря на активное развитие и использование язы-
ков программирования, общей теории программ, на основе
которой можно было бы проектировать и разрабатывать
прикладные системы, на данный момент не существует.
В данной работе предлагается единая онтология языков
программирования и представления программ на разных
языках программирования. Работа показывает особенности
представления программ и ключевые моменты процесса их
интерпретации.
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